Begin Screen

Play

Rules

How Many Players?
three buttons:
2? 3? 4?

Player Selection
Text: “Chose home planet”
Text Box: Enter your name
four buttons
-Venus
-Mars
-Titan
-Heptaus-5

Show Board
Shapes: 4 planets, many squares, players start at home square of their planet
Buttons:
-Fence square
-Draw Card squares
-Home squares

Begin Player 1’s turn:
Die floats above character’s head.

Main Screen:
Player 1 moves to different squares by clicking on them. He collects objects along the way

HUD:
-Keeps track of objects collected
-Counts down players turn
-press end turn when done.

Turn board by pressing error keys
Begin Player 2’s turn:
Die floats above character’s head.

Main Screen:
Player 2 moves to different squares by clicking on them.
He collects objects along the way.

HUD:
- Keeps track of objects collected
- Counts down players turn
- Press end turn when done.

Turn board by pressing error keys

If Player 2 lands on the same square as Player 1

Gem Poker: pick randomly a gem from each player’s gem collection, player with higher gem can collect the other player’s suitcase if they have any, the losing player has to go back to his home square.

If a Player gets a suitcase

Go to Earth
Go to Black Market
Get hierarchy chip

first player to 4 hierarchy chips wins.